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What’s the best piece of advice you’ve ever been given?
Do not go where the path may lead. Instead go on another path and leave a trail behind.

What does success look like to you?
Success is a matter of achieving your own personal goals and fulfilling them.

How would your best friend describe you?
Outgoing, Bubbly, Energetic

What advice do you have for anyone struggling with math?
Do not be afraid to reach out for help as UNLV has many great resources to help guide students to success.

What’s your Math Bridge highlight?
I absolutely love working with my Math Bridge Students and seeing them progress throughout our program.

Tell us your favorite math joke.
How does a cow do math? It uses a COW-culator!

"ANGELICA STARTED OFF AS A TUTOR AND HAS EARNED HER POSITION AS TEAM LEADER. SHE HAS FOUND HER VOICE IN TAKING CHARGE OF A CLASSROOM. SHE STRIVES TO MAKE THE CLASSROOM FUN AND ENGAGING."

— MEGAN & AMY
Bridge Coordinator & Math Bridge Graduate Assistant

"MY LITTLE SISTER IS MY BEST FRIEND."

"MATH IS EVERYWHERE WE GO. IT’S JUST A MATTER OF TAKING THE TIME TO STOP AND OBSERVE OUR SURROUNDINGS."

VISIT US AT UNLV.EDU/ASC/Bridge